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Description

The MDS currently does not support rolling upgrades. Normally we recommend upgrading all MDS at the same time for this reason.

We also have an unfortunately complex upgrade procedure [1] to deal with the CompatSet changing in the FSMap. Old MDSs will kill

themselves if they see a CompatSet they are incompatible with. Another issue is that any bump or difference to the

CEPH_MDS_PROTOCOL will cause MDSs to not be able to talk to each other.

Now that MDS messages are now versioned (#12107), this puts us closer to supporting rolling upgrades. The next steps are to:

- Guarantee (via code) that there are no unversioned inter-MDS messages: #41565

- Use some kind of feature bit-vector (maybe feature_bitset_t) to gate the use of new features by a newer MDS until all MDS have

the same bit-vector. This is similar to what we do with OSDs and require_osd_release. This should prevent the version upgrade of

on-disk metadata and newer versions of inter-MDS messages.

- Testing for rolling upgrades in the fs suite.

[1] https://docs.ceph.com/docs/master/cephfs/upgrading/

Related issues:

Blocked by CephFS - Bug #41565: mds: detect MDS<->MDS messages that are not v... Resolved

Blocked by CephFS - Bug #44139: mds: check all on-disk metadata is versioned New

Blocked by CephFS - Bug #44288: MDSMap encoder "ev" (extended version) is not... Won't Fix

Blocked by CephFS - Bug #46218: mds: Add inter MDS messages to the corpus and... Triaged

Blocked by CephFS - Bug #49720: mon/MDSMonitor: do not pointlessly kill stand... Resolved

History

#1 - 08/28/2019 10:22 PM - Patrick Donnelly

- Blocked by Bug #41565: mds: detect MDS<->MDS messages that are not versioned added

#2 - 12/31/2019 06:14 AM - Jos Collin

- Status changed from New to In Progress

#3 - 01/24/2020 11:10 PM - Patrick Donnelly

- Target version changed from v15.0.0 to v16.0.0

#4 - 02/14/2020 08:49 AM - Jos Collin

- Blocked by Bug #44139: mds: check all on-disk metadata is versioned added

#5 - 02/18/2020 10:44 PM - Patrick Donnelly

- Tracker changed from Bug to Feature

#6 - 02/27/2020 09:18 AM - Jos Collin
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- Blocked by Bug #44288: MDSMap encoder "ev" (extended version) is not checked for validity when decoding added

#7 - 06/26/2020 05:30 AM - Jos Collin

- Blocked by Bug #46218: mds: Add inter MDS messages to the corpus and enforce versioning added

#8 - 12/19/2020 09:30 PM - Patrick Donnelly

- Target version changed from v16.0.0 to v17.0.0

#9 - 04/09/2021 03:05 AM - Patrick Donnelly

- Blocked by Bug #49720: mon/MDSMonitor: do not pointlessly kill standbys that are incompatible with current CompatSet added

#10 - 04/09/2021 03:06 AM - Patrick Donnelly

Jos's current work: https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/36821

#11 - 07/12/2022 01:02 PM - Patrick Donnelly

- Target version deleted (v17.0.0)
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